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By using a two-color laser excitation-photoionization scheme, we have obtained rovibronically selected and
resolved state-to-state pulsed field ionization-photoelectron (PFI-PE) bands for FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0-2, J +),
allowing unambiguous rotational assignments for the photoionization transitions. The finding of the J + )
5/2 level as the lowest rotational state confirms that the ground FeC+ ion state is of 2∆5/2 symmetry. The
observed changes in total angular momentum upon photoionization of FeC are |∆J +| ) |J + - J ′| e 3.5,
indicating that the photoelectron orbital angular momentum is limited to l e 3. This observation is also
consistent with the conclusion that the photoionization involves the removal of an electron from the highest
occupied molecular orbital of the π-type. The ionization energy, IE ) 61243.1 ( 0.5 cm-1 (7.59318 ( 0.00006
eV), for the formation of FeC+ (X2∆5/2, V+)0; J+)5/2) from FeC (X3∆3, V″)0; J″)3), the rotational constants,
Be

+ ) 0.7015 ( 0.0006 cm-1 and Re
+ ) 0.00665 ( 0.00036 cm-1, and the vibrational constants, ωe

+ )
927.14 ( 0.04 cm-1 and ωe

+�e
+ ) 6.35 ( 0.04 cm-1, for FeC+(X2∆5/2) determined in the present study are

compared to the recent state-of-the-art ab initio quantum chemical calculation at the C-MRCI+Q level of
theory. The large deviation (0.49 eV) observed between the present experimental IE value and the C-MRCI+Q
theoretical IE prediction highlights the great need for the further development of ab initio quantum theoretical
procedures for more accurate energetic predictions of transition metal-containing molecules.

I. Introduction

Understanding the bonding between transition metals and
main group elements is important in many areas of science,
including organometallic chemistry, catalysis, and astrophysics.1-3

The stability of the nuclei of 3d transition metals makes these
elements and their hydrides, carbides, and oxides important
astrochemical species.1-4 Many transition metal compounds are
known industrial catalysts.5 Partly due to the need for under-
standing of the mechanisms and intermediates involved in
catalytic processes and for modeling of the solar spectra of stellar
objects and interstellar medium, the spectroscopic studies of
gaseous transition metal-containing molecules represent an
active research field in chemical physics.1,2,6-12 However, the
previous high-resolution spectroscopic studies have mostly
focused on neutral1,2,4,6-8 transition metal hydrides, carbides,
and oxides. The high-resolution spectroscopic studies on their
cations9-11 remain sparse.

While standard quantum computation packages can be used
routinely to calculate reliable energetic information, such as
ionization energies (IEs) and 0 K bond dissociation energies
(D0), of molecules of the main group elements,13-15 a different
scenario exists for the theoretical treatment of transition metal-
containing molecules.1 The difficulty in obtaining reliable
structural and energetic predictions of transition metal-containing
species arises from the existence of many unpaired d-subshell
electrons of the transition metal atom(s), which can give rise to

a large number of low-lying electronic states of different
multiplicities. Thus, the extent of electron correlation and
electronic interaction required for the reliable theoretical treat-
ments of transition metal compounds is significantly greater than
that for molecules of the main-group elements. The further
development of reliable quantum chemical treatments for
transition metal compounds would require the benchmarking
of the theoretical predictions by precise experimental energetic
determinations of these compounds and their ions.

The transition metal carbides provide an interesting and impor-
tant set of molecules for detailed experimental and theoretical study,
because of the significance of the transition metal-carbon bond
in catalysis, biological processes, and organometallic chemistry.
This report presents the results of a rotationally selected and
resolved state-to-state photoionization and photoelectron study of
iron carbide (FeC) using the two-color visible-ultraviolet (UV)
laser excitation-ionization scheme. The selection of the FeC/FeC+

system is partially motivated by the recent state-of-the-art high-
level ab initio quantum chemical calculations16,17 based on the
multireference variation method (MRCI) and the lack of precise
experimental IE and D0 determinations for FeC and FeC+.

This two-color visible-ultraviolet (UV) scheme takes advantage
of the fact that nearly all transition metal-containing species possess
long-lived low-lying electronic states.1,2,6-10,12 Furthermore, many
of the low-lying neutral electronic states have been characterized
in detail in previous spectroscopic studies.2,6-10,12 Thus, a transition
metal-containing species, such as FeC, in a selected rovibronic state
can be readily selected by visible laser excitation prior to UV laser
photoionization efficiency (PIE) and pulsed field ionization-
photoelectron (PFI-PE) measurements, allowing complete rota-
tionally resolved state-to-state photoionization transitions to be
identified. The two-color photoionization scheme not only can
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overcome the spectral congestion problem as demonstrated in our
recent two-color infrared-vacuum ultraviolet PFI-PE studies,18-26

but also allowed the selection of a molecule of interest without
interference from other impurity species produced in the laser
ablation source. Although only the experiment for the FeC/FeC+

system is presented in this report, the two-color visible-UV PIE
and PFI-PE schemes described here should be generally applicable
for other diatomic and polyatomic transition metal-containing
molecules.

Due to the difficulty in preparing transition metal-containing
molecules in the gas phase with sufficiently high intensities,
only the origin photoelectron bands of several transition metal
oxide cations (VO+ and YO+, and TiO+, ZrO+, NbO+, and
MoO+) have been examined by the high-resolution PFI-PE or
PFI-photoion detection scheme.9-11 As described below, we have
increased the intensities of transition metal-containing species
at the photoionization region compared to those obtainable in
previous experiments7,8,11,12 by reducing the distance between
the laser ablated transition metal source and the photoionization
region. This improvement is expected to allow the PIE and PFI-
PE studies of many minor transition metal-ligated species
formed in the laser ablated transition metal source, which could
not be observed in previous experiments.

II. Experimental Methods

The experimental arrangement and procedures of using the
photoion-photoelectron apparatus for the two-color laser pho-
toionization efficiency (PIE) and PFI-PE measurements have
been described in detailed previously.18-28 Briefly, the apparatus
consists of two tunable dye lasers pumped by a single injection
seeded Nd:YAG laser, a laser ablation metal beam source for
the production of a supersonic beam of FeC, a time-of-flight
(TOF) mass spectrometer for ion detection, and a TOF electron
spectrometer for PFI-PE detection. Both the ion and electron
detectors were constructed of a dual set of microchannel plates
(MCPs).

A Smalley-type laser ablation beam source29 was used to
prepare and introduce gaseous FeC molecules into the photo-
ionization region in the form of a supersonic beam of FeC
seeded in He. The gaseous Fe atoms and minor Fe clusters were
produced by ablation of a rotating and translating carbon steel
rod (McMaster-Carr, 0.4% of carbon) by using the second
harmonic (532 nm) output of a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Inc.,
Surelite-1-30) operating at 30 Hz and a pulse energy of ∼1
mJ. The plasma plume of Fe species thus formed was timed to
be carried by a pulsed gas stream of He doped with 3% of
methane (CH4) to pass through a stainless steel channel
(diameter ) 2 mm, length ) 1 cm) before supersonic expansion
to form a pulsed beam of FeC seeded in He. The pulsed He/
CH4 gas stream was produced by a piezoelectric valve operating
at 30 Hz and a stagnation pressure of ∼40 psi. The gaseous
FeC molecules were assumed to be produced by the reactions
of the Fe plasma plume and CH4. The entrenchment of the FeC
gaseous plume by He in the stainless steel channel, followed
by the supersonic expansion, had the function of cooling excited
Fe and Fe-containing species by collisions. The FeC beam thus
prepared was skimmed by a conical skimmer (diameter ) 2
mm) prior to intersecting perpendicularly with the visible (ω1)
and UV (ω2) laser beams at the photoionization region. To
minimize the background noise in photoion and PFI-PE detec-
tions, we found that it was important to removal the ionic species
emerging from the stainless steel channel using a pair of repeller
plates installed between the exit of the stainless steel channel
and the skimmer. The major difference in using the laser ablation

metal source in the present study compared to those in previous
studies reported in the literature was that the laser ablation metal
source was situated ∼7 cm from the laser photoexcitation and
photoionization region in the present experiment, whereas a
distance of 15-25 cm was used in the previous studies.

The visible (ω1 ) 18 520-20 833 cm-1) and UV (ω2 )
40 650-44 248 cm-1) frequencies required were generated by
two dye lasers, which were pumped by an identical injection
seeded Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray Model GCR-290, 30 Hz)
at the third harmonic output of 355 nm. The ω1 and ω2 laser
beams were merged by a dichroic mirror before entering the
entrance arm of a monochromator through an MgF2 window.
By setting the monochromator in the zeroth order, both the ω1

and ω2 laser beams were focused and guided to intersect the
FeC molecular beam at the photoexcitation/photoionization
region at 90°.

In this two-color photoionization study, the ω1 pulse was
employed to excite FeC from a J″ rotational level of its ground
X3∆3 state to a J ′ rotational level of the excited 3∆3 intermediate
state at ∼493 nm.6,7 The application of the ω2 photoionization
laser pulse was delayed by ∼5 ns with respect to the ω1 laser
pulse. Both the ω1 and ω2 frequencies were calibrated by
wavemeters to within an uncertainty of (0.04 cm-1 (fwhm)
during the experiment. For photoion measurements, a dc field
of 40-60 V/cm was applied in the photoionization region to
extract photoions into the TOF mass spectrometer for mass
analysis and to be detected by the ion MCP detector. For PFI-
PE measurements, a dc field of 0.1 V/cm was used to disperse
prompt electrons away from the electron TOF spectrometer, and
a pulsed electric field of 0.5-1.0 V/cm (width ) 40 µs) was
applied after a 1 µs delay with respect to the ω2 photoionization
laser pulse for PFI as well as for extraction of the resulting
PFI-PEs toward the electron MCP detector.

Delayed pulse generators (Stanford research system, DG535)
were used to synchronize the timing of turning on the piezo-
electronic pulse valve, the ablation laser, the visible excitation
laser, the UV photoionization laser, and the PFI field. The signal
from the ion or electron MCP detector was amplified by a fast
preamplifier (Stanford research system, SR445) before detection
by a gated integrator (Stanford research system, SR250). The
output from the boxcar integrator was fed into an A/D converter
before processing by a personal computer. The ion or electron
signal was generally averaged for 15-60 shots at each scanning
laser frequency. All ion and PFI-PE spectra presented here
represent the average of four independent scans and have been
normalized by the scanning visible ω1 or UV ω2 laser power.

III. Results and Discussion

Many neutral electronic bands of FeC have been investigated
previously by means of laser-induced fluorescence6 (LIF) and
two-color visible-excimer laser photoionization.7 Among these
neutral electronic bands, we have chosen the FeC(3∆3) r
FeC(X3∆3) band at 493.0 nm for the preparation of the excited
FeC(3∆3; V ′, J ′) states as the intermediate rovibronic levels for
photoionization study. This electronic band has been well
analyzed previously.6,7 Furthermore, the rotational levels of the
excited FeC(3∆3) intermediate state were found to have suf-
ficiently long lifetimes (∼65 ns)6,7 for two-color photoionization
measurements. Using a tunable visible laser to populate discrete
intermediate rovibronic levels of FeC, followed by the 193.3
nm ArF excimer photoionization probe, Brugh and Morse have
reported a value of 7.74 ( 0.09 eV (62 427 ( 726 cm-1) for
the IE of FeC.7 Assuming this IE value to be correct, the UV
ω2 frequency needed to ionize FeC in a rotational level of the
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intermediate 3∆3 state is expected to be higher than ∼42 143
cm-1. The latter UV frequency can readily be generated by
frequency doubling of the visible output of a dye laser.

By fixing ω2 at 42 006.3 cm-1 and measuring the FeC+ ion
intensity as a function of ω1 frequency in the range of
20 245-20 285 cm-1, we have recorded the 3∆3 r X3∆3

electronic band as shown in the lower spectrum of Figure 1.
The structure of this spectrum is similar to that observed
previously with the LIF method, except that the observed
rotational line width of 0.5 cm-1 (full-width at half-maximum,
fwhm) of this spectrum is broader than that of the LIF spectrum.6

The fact that the optical bandwidth (0.04 cm-1, fwhm) of the
ω1 laser used is significantly narrower than the rotational line
width indicates that power broadening is operative in the present
measurement. Using the standard formula: G(V) ) ωe(V + 1/2)
- ωe�e(V + 1/2)2 for vibrational energy and F(J ′) ) B′J ′(J ′ +
1) for rotational energy, the transition energy for the rovibronic
transition, FeC(3∆3; V ′)0, J ′) r FeC (X3∆3, V″ ) 0; J″) can
be written as

V) V00 +B ′ J ′ (J ′ + 1)-B″J″(J″ + 1) (1)

Here, V00 ) ∆Te′e″ + (ωe′/2 - ωe′�e′/4) - (ωe″/2 - ωe″�e″/4),
where ωe′ and ωe′�e′ (ωe″ and ωe″�e″) are the respective harmonic
frequency and anharmonicity constant for the excited (ground)
state, ∆Te′e″ is the energy separation between the potential
minimum of the ground state and that of the excited state, and
B′ (B″) is the rotational constant for the excited (ground) state.
The B″ constant for the Fe(X3∆3) ground state is known to be
0.669 643 18 cm-1.4 By assuming a Gaussian instrumental
profile of 0.5 cm-1 (fwhm) for the rotational transitions and a
Boltzmann distribution of rotational populations for the neutral
ground state, we have simulated the lower spectrum of Figure
1 according to eq 1. The best simulated spectrum (upper
spectrum of Figure 1) gives a rotational temperature of 28 K
for the FeC beam, the origin V00 ) 20 274.34 ( 0.04 cm-1 for
the FeC(3∆3)r FeC (X3∆3) electronic band, and the rotational
constant B′ ) 0.5832 ( 0.0002 cm-1 for the intermediate
FeC(3∆3) state. These results are in agreement with the values6,7

of V00 ) 20273.6 cm-1 and B′ ) 0.5813 cm-1 reported
previously6 in the LIF study. Since the latter LIF study claimed

an error limit of 1 cm-1 for the energy calibration, we may
conclude that the observed discrepancy of 0.74 cm-1 between
the V00 value of the present experiment and that of the LIF study
is within the error of frequency calibration of the LIF study.
On the basis of the spectral simulation, we have also assigned
the P(J″), Q(J″), and R(J″) rotational branch transitions as
marked on top of Figure 1. The observation of the Q(3) and
P(4) rotational transitions as the lowest member of the respective
Q- and P-branches indicates that the angular momentum for
the intermediate state is Ω′ ) 3, i.e., the electronic band is
confirmed to correspond to the FeC(3∆3)r FeC(X3∆3) transition.

The TOF mass spectrum obtained with ω1 fixed at 20 278.67
cm-1 (the maximum of the R-branch in Figure 1) and ω2 at
42 006.3 cm-1 is shown as the upper spectrum in Figure 2. This
spectrum reveals predominantly two ion peaks, namely, the
56Fe+ ion peak at mass 56 and the FeC+ ion peak at mass 68.
When the ω1 laser beam was blocked from entering the
photoionization region and ω2 was set at 42 006.3 cm-1, we
observed the lower TOF spectrum of Figure 2, in which the
FeC+ ion peak was indiscernible. The Fe+ ion peak observed
in this lower TOF spectrum is found to have nearly the same
intensity as that of the upper TOF spectrum. This observation
indicates that the FeC+ ions are only formed by two-color
visible-UV photoionization, whereas the Fe+ ions are produced
predominantly by nonresonant two-photon UV photoionization.

Figure 3 depicts the PIE spectrum for FeC+(2∆5/2; V+)0-3)
in the total photon frequency range of 60 939-64 394 cm-1

(bottom frequency scale) obtained by setting ω1 ) 20 278.67
cm-1 (the maximum of the R-branch in Figure 1) and scanning
ω2 frequency in the region of 40 661-44 116 cm-1 (top
frequency scale). The total photon frequency represents the sum
of the visible ω1 and UV ω2 frequencies. The spectral simulation
shows that by setting ω1 at the maximum of the R-branch of
Figure 2, the main rotational states populated are the J ′ ) 5
and 6 states with the population ratio of ∼5:4 as estimated based
on the Boltzmann distribution for a rotational temperature of
28 K. As shown in Figure 3, the PIE spectrum exhibits sharp
step-like onsets at 61 242, 62 155, 63 051, and 63 939 cm-1,
giving the frequency spacings between adjacent onsets to be
913, 896, and 888 cm-1. At total photon frequencies below
∼61 240 cm-1, the FeC+ ion intensity is found to be at the noise
level, indicating that the lowest energy onset at 61 242 cm-1

(7.593 eV) can be assigned as the adiabatic IE of FeC(X3∆3).
This value is ∼0.15 eV lower than that reported previously.7

Figure 1. Lower spectrum: The FeC(3∆3; V ′)0, J ′) r FeC(X3∆3;
V″)0, J ″) electronic band recorded by fixing ω2 ) 42 006.3 cm-1 and
measuring the FeC+ ion intensity as a function of ω1 frequency in the
range of 20 247-20 284 cm-1. Upper spectrum: The best simulated
spectrum obtained based on the standard rovibronic transition formula
(eq 1), the assumption of a Gaussian instrumental profile (fwhm ) 0.5
cm-1) for the rotational transitions, and a Boltzmann rotational
distribution with a rotational temperature of 28 K for the FeC(X3∆3;
V″)0) ground state.

Figure 2. The TOF mass spectrum (upper spectrum) observed with
ω1 ) 20 278.67 cm-1 (the maximum of the R-branch in Figure 1) and
ω2 ) 42 006.3 cm-1. This spectrum reveals the 56Fe+ ion peak at mass
56 and the FeC+ ion peak at mass 68. The lower TOF spectrum was
observed with the ω1 laser beam off and ω2 ) 42 006.3 cm-1.
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Considering that these frequency spacings determined by the
PIE steps are close to the predicted vibrational frequency17 of
944 cm-1 for the FeC+(X2∆) ground state, we have assigned
the PIE steps to be the ionization onsets for the formation of
FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0,1,2,3) from FeC(X3∆3; V″)0).

The relative Franck-Condon factors (FCFs) for the photo-
ionization transitions FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0,1,2,3) r FeC(3∆3;
V ′)0) determined based on the vibrational PIE step heights
observed in the PIE spectrum are 0.22, 1.00, 0.53, and 0.28,
respectively. The MRCI calculations of Tzeli and Mavridis16

show that the neutral FeC(X3∆3) ground state is of multicon-
figuration character with the leading electronic configuration
7σ28σ23π41δ39σ1, where the 1δ and 9σ orbitals have nearly
entirely metal 3d and 4s characters, respectively. Due to the
dominantly nonbonding nature of the 9σ, the FeC+(X2∆) ground
state produced from the removal of the electron in this highest
occupied 9σ orbital is expected to have a similar bond
dissociation energy as that for the neutral ground state. The
nonbonding nature of the 9σ orbital also predicts similar IE
values for Fe and FeC. The excited FeC(3∆3) intermediate state
has been assigned6 a mixture of two dominant configurations,
8σ23π31δ39σ14π1 and 8σ13π41δ39σ14π1. Since these configura-
tions are formed by excitation of an electron from the bonding
3π or 8σ orbital to the antibonding 4π orbital, the Fe-C bond
in the excited FeC(3∆3) state is expected to be much weaker
than the neutral ground state. For the bonding between Fe and
C, the antibonding 4π orbital is expected to be dominated by
the 2p character of the C atom. The 3∆3 state at 493 nm is 58
kcal/mol or 2.51 eV above the ground FeC(X3∆) state. We note
that only the 293∆ state is predicted in the recent high-level ab
initio quantum MRCI calculations of Tzeli and Mavridis to lie
in the energy range of 50-70 kcal/mol above the ground
FeC(X3∆) state. Although the 293∆ state is predicted to be ∼10
kcal/mol higher than the 3∆3 state of interest here, we may
identify the 3∆3 state at 493 nm with the 293∆ state. According
to the MRCI calculations of Tzeli and Mavridis,16,17 the
equilibrium bond distance (re ) 1.598 Å) for the neutral
FeC(X3∆; V″)0) ground state is only slightly longer than that
(re

+ ) 1.557 Å) of the cationic FeC+(X2∆; V+)0) ground state.
These theoretical re and re

+ values are consistent with the
experimental rotational constants for FeC(X3∆; V″)0)8 and
FeC+(X2∆; V+)0) (see the discussion below). The measured

rotational constant B′ gives an re value of 1.703 Å for the
intermediate FeC(3∆3; V ′)0) state, which is significantly larger
than those of the FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0) and FeC(3∆3; V″)0)
states. Thus, the broad Franck-Condon distribution for the
FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0,1,2,3) r FeC(3∆3; V ′)0) photoionization
transitions observed in the PIE spectrum of Figure 3 is consistent
with the large difference in the equilibrium bond distances of
FeC+(X2∆5/2) and FeC(3∆3). Although the unfavorable FCF
condition for photoionization via the intermediate FeC(3∆3) state
gives low PIEs at the V+)0 ionization step, it has the advantage
of allowing the observation of higher V+ vibrational bands for
FeC+(X2∆5/2).

The rotationally selected and resolved PFI-PE spectra (lower
spectra) for the FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0, J+) r FeC(3∆3; V ′)0,
J ′)3,4,5,6) photoionization transitions in the total photon
frequency range of 61 190-61 275 cm-1 (bottom frequency
scale) shown in parts a-d of Figure 4 are obtained by setting
the ω1 frequency at the rotational transitions, P(4), P(5), P(6),
and P(7), respectively, of the spectrum shown in Figure 1 and
scanning the UV ω2 frequency in the range of 40 935-41 005
cm-1 (top frequency scale). The upper spectra shown in Figure
4a-d are the corresponding simulated spectra obtained by
assuming an instrumental Gaussian profile with a fwhm of 1.5
cm-1 for the rotational transitions. The rotational intensities of
the simulated spectra were adjusted to give the best overall fit
to the experimental spectra.20-26 The J+ rotational levels of the
FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0) ground ion state observed via the selected
J ′ ) 3, 4, 5, or 6 rotation level of the FeC(3∆3; V ′)0)
intermediate state are marked on top of the simulated spectra.
Since only a single J ′ level is selected in these measurements,
the J+ r J ′ transitions are clearly resolved in the PFI-PE
spectra, allowing the unambiguous rotational assignments. The
least-squares fit according to the standard formula for rotational
transitions yields the rotational constant B0

+ ) 0.6978 ( 0.0008
cm-1 and the band origin V00

+ ) 61 243.58 ( 0.03 cm-1 for

Figure 3. The PIE spectrum for FeC+(2∆5/2; V+)0-3) in the total
photon frequency range of 60 939-64 394 cm-1 (bottom frequency
scale) obtained by setting ω1 ) 20 278.67 cm-1 and scanning ω2 in
the region of 40 661-44 116 cm-1 (top frequency scale). Sharp step-
like PIE onsets are observed at 61 242, 62 155, 63 051, and 63 939
cm-1, which are assigned as the ionization thresholds for V+ ) 0, 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. Figure 4. Rotationally selected and resolved PFI-PE spectra (lower

spectra) for the formation of FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0, J+) from FeC(3∆3;
V ′)0) with (a) J ′ ) 3, (b) J ′ ) 4, (c) J ′ ) 5, and (d) J ′ ) 6, which
were selected by setting the ω1 frequency at the respective P(4), P(5),
P(6), and P(7) transition lines of the spectrum shown in Figure 1 and
scanning the ω2 frequency in the range of 40 935-41 005 cm-1 (top
frequency scale). The total photon frequency range of 61 190-61 275
cm-1 is shown in the bottom frequency scale. The upper spectra are
the simulated spectra.
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the V+ ) 0 band of FeC+(X2∆5/2). After taking into account
the Stark shift, the band origin is determined to be V00

+ )
61 245.1 ( 0.5 cm-1. On the basis of the measured B0

+ value,
we have obtained the average re

+ value of 1.559 Å, which is
found to be in excellent accord with the theoretical prediction17

of 1.557 Å.
For photoionization transitions, the selection rules for total

angular momentum changes from the neutral to the cation are
|∆J +| ) |J+ - J ′|e l + s + 1, where l and s ()1/2) represent the
orbital and spin angular momenta of the photoelectron. As pointed
out above, the highest occupied molecular orbital for the excited
intermediate FeC(3∆3) state is the 4π-orbital. Thus, the ejected
photoelectron from this orbital can give the maximum orbital
angular momentum of l ) 2, which corresponds to |∆J +| e 3.5.
This prediction is consistent with the ∆J + observed in Figure 3,
showing the maximum |∆J +| ) 3.5.

Parts a-d of Figure 5 show the state-to-state PFI-PE spectra
(lower spectra) for the FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)1, J+) r FeC(3∆3;
V ′)0, J ′)3,4,5,6) photoionization transitions in the total photon
frequency range of 62 110-62 190 cm-1 (bottom frequency
scale) obtained by setting the ω1 frequency at the rotational
transitions, P(4), P(5), P(6), and P(7), respectively, of the
spectrum shown in Figure 1 and scanning the UV ω2 frequency
in the range of 41 850-41 922 cm-1 (top frequency scale). The
upper spectra shown in parts a-d of Figure 5 are the simulated
spectra, on top of which we have marked the J+ rotational
assignments from the selected J ′ ) 3, 4, 5, or 6 rotational level
of the FeC(3∆3; V ′)0) intermediate state. The rotational
structures observed in Figure 5a-d are nearly identical with
those found in Figure 4a-d, revealing that the |∆J +| changes
are also limited to e3.5. On the basis of the least-squares fit
according to the standard transition formula, we have obtained
the rotational constant B1

+ ) 0.6924 ( 0.0009 cm-1 and the
Stark shift corrected band origin ν10

+ ) 62 159.5 ( 0.5 cm-1

of the V+ )1 vibrational band of FeC+(X2∆5/2).
We have also measured the PFI-PE spectrum for FeC+(X2∆5/2;

V+)1, J+) (middle spectrum of Figure 6) in the total photon

frequency range of 62 117-62 212 cm-1 (bottom frequency
scale) by setting the ω1 frequency at 20 278.67 cm-1 (the
maximum of the R-branch of the spectrum shown in Figure 1)
and scanning the ω2 frequency in the range of 41 838-41 933
cm-1 (top frequency scale). The bottom PFI-PE spectrum of
Figure 6 is obtained by summing the state-to-state PFI-PE
spectra shown in Figure 5c,d, which represent the respective
cross sections for the FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)1, J+) r FeC(3∆3;
V ′)0, J ′ ) 5,6) photoionization transitions. The good agreement
observed between the bottom PFI-PE spectrum and the middle
experimental PFI-PE spectrum confirms the conclusion that the
rotational levels of FeC(3∆3; V ′)0) prepared by setting ω1

frequency at 20 278.67 cm-1 are predominantly the J ′ ) 5 and
6 rotational levels. The top spectrum of Figure 6 represents the
best simulated spectrum, and the rotational assignments based
on the spectral simulation are marked on top of the simulated
spectrum.

The lower spectrum of Figure 7 depicts the PFI-PE spectrum
for FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)2, J+) in the total photon frequency range
of 63 010-63 120 cm-1 (bottom frequency scale), which is
obtained by setting the ω1 frequency at 20 278.67 cm-1 and
scanning the ω2 frequency in the range of 42 731-42 841 cm-1

Figure 5. Rotationally selected and resolved PFI-PE spectra (lower
spectra) for the formation of FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)1, J+) from FeC(3∆3;
V ′)0) with (a) J ′ ) 3, (b) J ′ ) 4, (c) J ′ ) 5, and (d) J ′ ) 6, which
were selected by setting the ω1 frequency at the respective P(4), P(5),
P(6), and P(7) transition lines of the spectrum shown in Figure 1 and
scanning the ω2 frequency in the range of 41 850-41 922 cm-1 (top
frequency scale). The total photon frequency range of 62 110-62 190
cm-1 is shown in the bottom frequency scale. The upper spectra are
the simulated spectra.

Figure 6. PFI-PE spectrum for FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)1, J+) (middle
spectrum) in the total photon frequency range of 62 117-62 212 cm-1

(bottom frequency scale) obtained by setting the ω1 frequency at
20 278.67 cm-1 and scanning the ω1 frequency in the range of
41 838-41 933 cm-1 (top frequency scale). The bottom spectrum is
obtained by summing the PFI-PE spectra of parts c and d of Figure 5.
The top spectrum represents the best simulated spectrum.

Figure 7. PFI-PE spectrum for FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)2, J+) (lower
spectrum) in the total photon frequency range of 63 010-63 120 cm-1

(bottom frequency scale) obtained by setting ω1 ) 20 278.667 cm-1

and scanning the ω2 frequency in the range of 42 731-42 841 cm-1

(top frequency scale). The upper spectrum is the simulated spectrum.
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(top frequency scale). The simulated spectrum is shown as the
upper spectrum in Figure 7. As expected, the rotational structure
of this PFI-PE spectrum for FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)2, J+) is similar
to that of the PFI-PE spectrum for FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)1, J+)
shown in Figure 6. Thus, the J+ r J ′ rotational assignments
of this spectrum are straightforward as marked on top of the
simulated spectrum. The least-squares fit of the observed
rotational peaks to the standard formula for rotational transitions
yields the rotational constant B2

+ ) 0.6845 ( 0.0016 cm-1 and
the Stark shift corrected origin V20

+ ) 63 061.3 ( 0.5 cm-1 for
the V+ ) 2 vibrational band of FeC+(X2∆5/2).

The identification of the lowest rotational level to be J+ )5/2
in the V+ ) 0, 1, and 2 vibrational PFI-PE bands of Figures
4-7 shows that the angular momentum Ω+ ) 5/2 for the FeC+

ground state, and thus confirms that the cation ground state is
FeC+(X2∆5/2).6,7 To our knowledge, no previous measurements
on the vibrational and rotational constants of FeC+(X2∆5/2) are
available. By fitting the rotational constants B0

+, B1
+, and B2

+

to the standard equation

BV
+)Be

+-Re
+(V++ 1/2) (2)

we have obtained the rotational constants Be
+ ) 0.7015 (

0.0006 cm-1 and Re
+ ) 0.00665 ( 0.00036 cm-1. The rotational

and vibrational constants, together with the experimental V00
+,

V10
+, and V20

+ and re
+ value, for FeC+(X2∆5/2) obtained in this

study are listed in Table 1 for comparison with the ab initio
theoretical predictions17 based on the MRCI calculations. We
note that the rotational constants determined here are effective
rotational constants, which depend on the use of the phenom-
enological model eq 1. The rotational constants can be different
if the spin-orbit interaction is small. Thus, the BV

+ and re
+

values determined in the present study can have larger,
systematic errors than the quoted statistical errors. As shown
in Table 1, excellent agreement is observed between the
rotational constants obtained here and the MRCI predictions.
The experimental vibrational spacings measured as ∆G(V++1/
2) ) G(V++1) - G(V+) for V+ ) 0 and 1 are of interest for
comparison with theoretical predictions. Since the ∆G(1/2) and
∆G(3/2) values are measured by the frequency difference of
the adjacent vibrational levels of the cation, their uncertainties
are not influenced by the Stark shift effect. Thus, the ∆G(1/2)
) 914.47 ( 0.06 cm-1 and ∆G(3/2) ) 901.63 ( 0.10 cm-1

can be determined based on the V00
+, V10

+, and V20
+ values

before the Stark shift correction. As shown in Table 1, the ∆G(1/
2) and ∆G(3/2) values obtained in the present study are lower
than the respective theoretical MRCI predictions of 932.9 and
921.6 cm-1 by ∼19 cm-1.17 On the basis of the measured ∆G(1/
2) and ∆G(3/2) values, we have also obtained the vibrational
constants ωe

+ ) 927.14 ( 0.04 cm-1 and ωe
+�e

+ ) 6.35 (
0.04 cm-1 for FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0-2), which are compared to
the theoretical MRCI vibrational constants17 ωe

+ ) 944.2 cm-1

and ωe
+�e

+ ) 5.64 cm-1.
Defining the IE value of FeC [IE(FeC)] to be the transition

energy from the lowest rovibrational level of the neutral
FeC(X3∆3) ground state to the lowest rovibrational level of the
ionic FeC+(X2∆5/2) ground state, i.e., FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0, J+)5/
2) r FeC(X3∆3; V″)0, J″)3), we obtain the IE(FeC) )
61 243.1 ( 0.5 cm-1 (7.59318 ( 0.00006 eV) after correction
for the Stark shift. This value is 1185 cm-1 (0.147 eV) lower
than the value of 62 427 ( 726 cm-1 (7.74 ( 0.09 eV)7 obtained
previously by Brugh and Morse using the bracketing method.
The IE values for the formation of FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)1,2, J+)5/
2) from FeC(X3∆3; V″)0, J″)3) are determined as 62 157.6
( 0.5 and 63 059.2 ( 0.5 cm-1, respectively. The IE values

for the formation of FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0,1,2,3) determined by
both the PFI-PE and PIE measurements are included in Table
1. The IE values determined by the PFI-PE measurement are
more precise than those obtained from the PIE spectrum.
Nevertheless, the IE determinations of 61 242 ( 5, 62 155 (
5, and 63 051 ( 8 for the formation of FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0,1,2)
from FeC(X3∆3; V″)0) based on the PIE measurement are in
good agreement those obtained by the analysis of the PFI-PE
spectra of Figures 4-7 after taking into account the experimental
uncertainties. The IE ) 63 939 ( 10 cm-1 for the formation of
FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)3) from FeC(X3∆3; V″)0) has only been
determined by the PIE measurement.

Due to the conservation of energy, we have the following
relationsship: D0(Fe-C) + IE(Fe) ) IE(FeC) + D0(Fe+-C).
The IE(FeC) determined here, along with the known IE(Fe) )

TABLE 1: Comparison of Experimental and MRCI
Theoretical Rotational and Vibrational Constants, 0 K Bond
Dissociation Energies (D0’s), Ionization Energies (IEs) for
FeC+(X2∆5/2; W+)0-3)

FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)
exptl

(this work)
theoretical

(ref 17)

V+ ) 0
V00

+ (cm-1)a 61 245.1 ( 0.5
IE (cm-1)b 61 243.1 ( 0.5 57 265

61 242 ( 5c

62 427 ( 726d

B0
+ (cm-1)e 0.6978 ( 0.0008 0.7001

V+ ) 1
V10

+ (cm-1)a 62 159.5 ( 0.5
IE (cm-1)b 62 157.6 ( 0.5

62 155 ( 5c

B1
+ (cm-1)e 0.6924 ( 0.0009 0.6937

V+ ) 2
V20

+ (cm-1)a 63 061.3 ( 0.5
IE (cm-1)b 63 059.2 ( 0.5

63 051 ( 8c

B2
+ (cm-1)e 0.6845 ( 0.0016 0.6872

V+ ) 3
IE (cm-1)b 63 939 ( 10c

rotational constants
re

+ (Å)f 1.559 1.557
Be

+ (cm-1)g 0.7015 ( 0.0006 0.7033
Re

+ (cm-1)g 0.00665 ( 0.00036 0.00643
vibrational constants

∆G(1/2) (cm-1)h 914.47 ( 0.06 932.9
∆G(3/2) (cm-1)i 901.63 ( 0.10 921.6
ωe

+ (cm-1)j 927.14 ( 0.04 944.2
ωe

+�e
+ (cm-1)j 6.35 ( 0.04 5.64

bond dissociation energies
D0(Fe+-C) - D0(Fe-C) (eV)k 0.309 ( 0.001 ≈0l

a Vm0 represents the frequency difference between the FeC+(X2∆5/

2; V+)m) and the FeC(X3∆3; V ′)0) states assuming both J+ and J ′
) 0. b IE represents the energy difference between the FeC+(X2∆5/2;
V+, J+)5/2) and the FeC(X3∆3; V ′)0, J ′ ) 3) states. c IE values
determined by the PIE steps resolved in the PIE spectrum of Figure
3. d Reference 7. e BV

+ represents the rotational constant the V+

state. f Average equilibrium bond distance calculated based on the
measured B0

+ rotational constant. g Rotational constants obtained
based on the best fit to the following equation: BV

+ ) Be
+ - Re(V+

+ 1/2). h Vibrational frequency spacing between the V+ ) 0 and 1
states. i Vibrational frequency spacing between the V+ ) 1 and 2
states. j Vibrational constants based on the following equation:
∆G(V+ + 1/2) ) G(V+ + 1) - G(V+) ) ωe

+ - 2ωe
+�e

+ -
2ωe

+�e
+(V+). k Difference in the 0 K bond dissociation energies for

FeC [D0(Fe-C)] and FeC+ [D0(Fe+-C)]. l On the basis of the
theoretical D0(Fe-C) and D0(Fe+-C) predictions of 87 kcal/mol
calculated at the C-MRCI level of theory were reported in refs 16
and . The latter studies also reported D0(Fe+-C) ) 92 kcal/mol
values calculated at the C-MRCI+Q level (see the text).
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7.9024 ( 0.0001 eV (63,737.1 ( 0.8 cm-1),30 shows that the
D0(Fe+-C) is greater than D0(Fe-C) by 0.3094 eV. Ab initio
quantum computation packages, such as the Gaussian-3 (G3)
method, have been widely used for the calculation of energetic
properties of main group species.13,14 However, the G3 method
is not applicable for the energetic prediction of transition metal-
containing molecules because some basis sets for the transition
metal atoms are unavailable for the G3 calculation.13 We have
obtained an IE(FeC) prediction of 7.8 eV with zero-point energy
correction at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. To our
knowledge, there have only been two17,31 previous ab initio
quantum calculations made on FeC+. The most sophisticated
ab initio quantum chemical calculations on FeC/FeC+ have been
the recent MRCI calculations of Tzeli and Mavridis performed
at the C-MRCI+Q level of theory.16,17 These calculations, which
have taken into account the core-valence correlation effects, the
Davidson correction, and scalar relativistic corrections, give the
predictions for IE(FeC) ) 7.10 eV.17 There have been two
measurements for D0(Fe+-C), but these measurements differ
by more than 10 kcal/mol and have large uncertainties.32,33 The
early measurement based on photodissociation yielded a
D0(Fe+-C) value of 94.5 ( 7 kcal/mol;32 the recent determi-
nation based on synchrotron VUV dissociative photoionization33

gives a value of 84.2 ( 4.1 kcal/mol. The MRCI calculations
of Tzeli and Mavridis also give a wide range of D0 values for
FeC and FeC+ at different levels of theory. They report a similar
prediction of 87 kcal/mol for both D0(Fe+-C) and D0(Fe-C)
at the C-MRCI level of theory.16,17 This prediction is inconsistent
with the present experiment, which shows that D0(Fe+-C) is
larger than D0(Fe-C) by more than 0.309 eV. This, together
with the large discrepancy observed between the experimental
and theoretical values for the IE(FeC), points to the great need
for further development of ab initio quantum computation
procedures for more accurate energetic predictions of transition
metal-containing molecules. We note that Itono et al. have earlier
obtained a value of D0(Fe-C) ) 81 kcal/mol calculated at the
ab initio multireference singles and doubles configuration
interaction (MR-SDCI) molecular orbital method;34 and Tzeli
and Mavridis have also reported a value of D0(Fe+-C) ) 92
kcal/mol17,35 based on the C-MRCI+Q level. The Davidson
correction is expected to be important for the FeC/FeC+ system
due to large size-nonextensivity errors inherent in the MRCI
approach.35 Obviously, the determination of highly precise
experimental values for D0(Fe-C) and D0(Fe+-C) would be
very valuable for benchmarking the energetic predictions16,17,34

of these ab initio quantum MRCI calculations.

IV. Conclusions

We have performed a two-color visible-UV PIE and PFI-
PE study of FeC prepared by using a laser ablation metal beam
source. By selecting specific J ′ rotational levels of the inter-
mediate FeC(3∆3; V ′)0) state by visible laser excitation,
followed by UV laser photoionization, we have obtained the
rotationallyresolvedphotoelectronvibrationalbandsforFeC+(X2∆5/

2; V+ ) 0,1,2). The complete resolution of rotational transitions
has allowed the unambiguous rotational assignments of the PFI-
PE bands, yielding precise determinations for the IE(FeC) and
rotational and vibrational constants for FeC+(X2∆5/2; V+)0-2).
These experimental values have been used to benchmark the
recently high-level ab initio quantum calculations performed at
the C-MRCI+Q level,16,17 The discrepancies observed between
the present PFI-PE results and the C-MRCI+Q calculations
point to the need for further development of ab initio quantum
computation procedures for more reliable energetic predictions
of transition metal-containing molecules.
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